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Fast track
to excellence



Join the
evolution

Harnessing the power of data and information technology has forever changed 
the way we run our fuel  operations. Through embracing this evolution, we have 
become more streamlined and efficient with a greater focus on the customer 
experience. The Wayne Helix fuel dispenser range is synonymous with technology 
and innovation and can drive your business into the future.

Using state-of-the-art, field-proven, technologically-advanced components, 
Wayne Helix dispensers represent the very best that Dover Fueling Solutions 
has to offer. Delivering outstanding performance, unparalleled reliability and high 
precision, these dispensers have been engineered to revolutionize not only your 
forecourt, but the fueling industry.  
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The fuel dispenser:
redesigned & reconceived

Intelligent
design

Adaptable for
any situation

Easier
serviceability

Designed and engineered on a single global 
platform, Wayne Helix dispensers emphasize 
intelligent design, advanced technology, 
safety and security.

From basic non-payment configurations all 
the way up to the most advanced technology 
packaged in an eight-hose dispenser, the 
Helix fuel dispenser family covers all of your 
business needs.

Feedback from distributors, retailers, 
motorists and technicians across the globe 
helped to influence the function, ownership 
and serviceability of this intelligently-designed 
dispenser. 

The new swing door provides direct access 
to lower electronic components to service 
when necessary, whilst the option panels 
make it quick and easy to upgrade the 
dispenser with new payment components 
over time.
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The choice is yours
The NA Wayne Helix dispenser models are highly 
configurable, addressing the specific needs of users no 
matter their fueling demands. Choose from two, expertly 
engineered dispensers and transform your forecourt.

Wayne Helix 4000TM fuel dispenser

Big Player, Small Profile

The Helix 4000 is built with up to four nozzles and has the ability to dispense 
five fuel grades, with the hose retraction option providing ample reach for easy 
refueling. This model is ideal for sites requiring a smaller dispenser footprint, 
without limiting the customer’s refueling options. As with the Helix 5000, the Helix 
4000 dispenser is perfect for remote dispensing applications and for forecourts 
requiring suction pumps within the dispenser unit. 

Wayne Helix 5000TM fuel dispenser
Core of Flexibility

The redesigned Helix 5000 fuel dispenser  is a versatile, durable workhorse for your 
forecourt and is now available with the flexible, multi-hose blender configuration 
direct from the factory, with up to six buttons per side. The Helix 5000 dispenser 
is well adapted for use in remote dispensing applications, as well as for sites that 
require suction pumps within the dispenser itself. No matter the application, this 
flexible and dependable model is a great option to fit a variety of forecourt fueling 
needs. 



Industry-leading features 
that reflect the very best 
of Wayne
INTELLIGENT DESIGN

Separation of “clean” and “dirty” areas — Helps keep hoses, dirt 
and fuel away from the user interface, drawing users’ attention to the 
branded areas and payment terminal

Slim, attention-getting profile — Openness from the side and a 
streamlined, refined profile are appealing to customers and give station 
attendants a better view of the forecourt

Large-panel hydraulic cabinet doors and valances — Provides 
uninterrupted branding space to boost merchandising real estate

Weld-free exterior and framework — Reduces catalyst points for 
corrosion, helping to lower maintenance costs and maintaining the 
appearance of the dispenser

Compact footprint — Installs over existing Wayne footprints and most 
sumps, helping to simplify installation and reduce retrofit costs
__________________________

SAFETY & SECURITY

EMV® compliance and upgradeability   — Provides full compliance 
with global EMV payment security standards as well as easily 
upgradable EMV-ready options

Enhanced visibility — Promotes assurance of personal security 
through improved visibility over, around and 
through the pump

Wayne iX™ Technology Platform — Built on a single, global 
technology platform, enabling configuration flexibility that easily meets 
specific regional requirements
__________________________

USER INTERFACE

Intuitive user interface (UI) and large, bright display digits — 
Features angled unit price displays above the push-to-start buttons 
and white-on-black digits for clarity in outdoor environments, providing 
easier reading, day and night
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